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		Docker containers offer simpler, faster, and more robust methods for developing, distributing, and running software than previously available. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn why containers are so important, what you’ll gain by adopting Docker, and how to make it part of your development process.

	
		Ideal for developers, operations engineers, and system administrators—especially those keen to embrace a DevOps approach—Using Docker will take you from Docker and container basics to running dozens of containers on a multi-host system with networking and scheduling. The core of the book walks you through the steps needed to develop, test, and deploy a web application with Docker.

		
			Get started with Docker by building and deploying a simple web application
	
			Use Continuous Deployment techniques to push your application to production multiple times a day
	
			Learn various options and techniques for logging and monitoring multiple containers
	
			Examine networking and service discovery: how do containers find each other and how do you connect them?
	
			Orchestrate and cluster containers to address load-balancing, scaling, failover, and scheduling
	
			Secure your system by following the principles of defense-in-depth and least privilege
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Emergency Vascular Surgery: A Practical GuideSpringer, 2007

	This book provides detailed guidelines to any physician treating patients with emergency vascular disorders. These might include ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysms, acute limb ischemia, vascular trauma, iatrogenic vascular injuries and complications to vascular surgery. The book provides an introduction to vascular surgical operations and...
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Cinema 4D R14 Cookbook, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Elevate your art to the fourth dimension with Cinema 4D R14


	Overview

	
		Master all the important aspects of Cinema 4D
	
		Learn how real-world knowledge of cameras and lighting translates onto a 3D canvas
	
		Learn advanced features like Mograph, Xpresso, Dynamics, Sculpting, and...
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Pentaho 3.2 Data Integration: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Pentaho Data Integration (a.k.a. Kettle) is a full-featured open source ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) solution. Although PDI is a feature-rich tool, effectively capturing, manipulating, cleansing, transferring, and loading data can get complicated.


	This book is full of practical examples that will help you to take advantage of...
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Dynamics of Surfaces and Reaction Kinetics in Heterogeneous Catalysis (Studies in Surface Science and Catalysis)Elsevier Limited, 1997
The keynote lectures and oral presentations provide a good mix of the role of surface science in studying catalysis with discussions of real catalyst systems, transient phenomena and relevant aspects of chemical engineering.

ASLIB Book Guide    

       Hardbound. Many processes of the chemical industry are based upon...
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The Oxford Handbook of Ethics and EconomicsOxford University Press, 2019

	Economics and ethics are both valuable tools for analyzing the behavior and actions of human beings and institutions. Adam Smith, the father of modern economics, considered them two sides of the same coin, but since economics was formalized and mathematicised in the late 1800s and early 1900s, the fields have largely followed separate...
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Orthopedic Rehabilitation, Assessment, and EnablementSpringer, 2007

	This text covers every aspect of musculoskeletal system rehabilitation. It extends even further into such topics as alternative medicine, holistic therapies, acupuncture, neurophysiologic testing, overuse injuries, work assessment, and outcome measures. Each chapter covers the basic science of the subject, clinical assessments as well as...
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